TIP SHEET – LUMEN METER
What is a lumen meter?
A light meter or lumen meter is a device used to measure the amount of light in a certain area.
Lumen meters have many uses such as photography and cinematography, however for our
purpose we want to help reduce the amount of wasted light which equals wasted electricity. If
conducting an outdoor lighting audit the purpose of a lumen meter would be to reduce the
amount of light pollution. Light output is typically measured in luxes or lumens. Sometimes you
will hear the word footcandles. This is another standard unit of measure that is used
interchangeablely with the term lumen. Ehow.com defines a lux as a uniform standard by which
the amount of visible light present in a given space can be described where as a lumen is a
measure of just how much visible light is produced by an object such as, for example, a light
bulb.
1 footcandle/lumens = 10.76 luxes and 1 lux =.093 footcandles or lumens

Where can I purchase a lumen meter?
Eco-Schools USA recommends the light meter from Mastech found on Amazon.com.
http://www.amazon.com/Mastech-Light-LX1010BS-displayLuxmeter/dp/B004KP8RE2/ref=sr_1_5?s=electronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1342571104&sr=1-5

Mastech Light Meter LX1010BS with LCD display, 100,000 Lux Luxmeter - $20.17

Operating directions
Mastech Light Meter LX1010BS with LCD display, 100,000 Lux Luxmeter operating instructions
are found on the next page. The unit of measure displays in luxes. This will be a great
opportunity for your student to work on conversions. To see the print better please increase the
font size of the document.

FAQ’s
1. At what distance do you hold the lumen meter from the light source?
Generally, to measure one area, you hold a light meter at the point of use, for example, on a
student’s desk.
2. What is the average light meter reading we should expect from a typical classroom?
For schools, we target 50 footcandles in the classroom. Hallways can be less than that.
3. Do you add up the light meter readings for each light fixture point of use in the
classroom?
No, measure between the light fixtures to get the lowest light level reading; this insures that
even if a student’s desk is in between fixtures they will have enough light. You do not add
readings together. Another option is to take an average, but it is preferable to use the
minimum reading.

